Tunable Engineered Extracellular Matrix Materials: Polyelectrolyte Multilayers Promote Improved Neural Cell Growth and Survival.
Poly-d-lysine (PDL) and poly-l-lysine are standard surfaces for culturing neural cells; however, both are relatively unstable, costly, and the coated surface typically must be prepared immediately before use. Here, polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) are employed as highly stable, relatively inexpensive, alternative substrates to support primary neural cell culture. Initial findings identify specific silk-based PEMs that significantly outperform the capacity of PDL to promote neuronal survival and process extension. Based on these results, a library of PEM variants, including commercial and bio-sourced polyelectrolytes, is generated and three silk-based PEMs that substantially outperform PDL as a substrate for primary neurons in cell culture are identified. Further, testing these PEM variants as substrates for primary oligodendrocyte progenitors demonstrates that one silk-based PEM functions significantly better than PDL. These findings reveal specificity of cellular responses, indicating that PEMs may be tuned to optimally support different neural cell types.